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th
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The category when posting a recording of Lauds should be “Lauds”. 
 
For the title of the post, put what day is being observed, and what hour it is that you are 
posting. I have been doing this in Latin, e.g. “In Festo Sancti Marcelli Papae et Martyris 
Ad Laudes”. 
 
Note 1/16/17: the below is what I do; all that really matters when it comes down 
to it is just that you get your recording put up online somewhere, and then 
linked somehow in your post so that we all can all find it and listen to it. 
 
A sample post is as follows (I’ve copied the post for the feast of St. Marcellus, Jan. 18

th
); 

this is what things look like to me when I’m editing in the view “Text” rather than 
“Visual”; I find this easier to work with, as long as I have code to copy in:  
 
 
<div style="width:420px;">[audio 
mp3="http://k003.kiwi6.com/hotlink/gyg0xtylpe/Feria_IV_infra_Hebd._II_post_Epiph._
Ad_Laudes.mp3"][/audio]</div> 
&nbsp; 
<a href="http://media.musicasacra.com/books/liber-antiphonarius-1960-
compact.pdf#page=98&amp;zoom=page-height" target="_blank">AR 10</a> 
<a href="http://media.musicasacra.com/books/liber-antiphonarius-1960-
compact.pdf#page=215&amp;zoom=page-height" target="_blank">AR 125</a> 
<a href="http://media.musicasacra.com/books/liber-antiphonarius-1960-
compact.pdf#page=426&amp;zoom=page-height" target="_blank">AR 336</a> 
<a href="http://media.musicasacra.com/books/liber-antiphonarius-1960-
compact.pdf#page=703&amp;zoom=page-height" target="_blank">AR 577-20</a> 
<a href="http://media.musicasacra.com/books/liber-antiphonarius-1960-
compact.pdf#page=731&amp;zoom=page-height" target="_blank">AR 599</a> 
 
For the text only, but with a translation, click <a 
href="http://www.divinumofficium.com/cgi-bin/horas/Pofficium.pl?date1=1-18-
2017&amp;version=Rubrics 
1960&amp;testmode=regular&amp;lang2=English&amp;votive=&amp;command=prayL
audes" target="_blank">HERE</a>. 
 
For a different way to access the recording above, click <a 
href="http://kiwi6.com/file/gyg0xtylpe" target="_blank">HERE</a>. 
 
Note: there is a commemoration of St. Prisca, Virgin and Martyr. 
 
Also, formerly, today would have been the feast of St. Peter's Chair at Rome. 
 



Remarks on the above code: 
 
Red are things you will want to replace with your own relevant information. 
 
You will need to upload your mp3 to an external site of your choice; I happen to use 
http://kiwi6.com/; the hotlink to your file once you’ve uploaded it is the one you put 
into the above code for the audio player so that it will play your file. [By the way, a free 
account at this site should hold at least two weeks worth of recordings of Lauds before 
you have to start taking old ones down.] 
 
Update 1/16/17: I’ve also been adding the link to the page where the mp3 is stored, in 
case the audio player would happen not to work for someone. “For a different way to 
access the recording above” etc. 
 
The links to AR shown above are done such that the “page=98”  sort of number is the 
actual page of the .pdf file, so that when you click on the link, it will open to the right 
page; however, for the text which the link will display, I put “AR 10”, or whatever the 
actual page of the book is, so that if the user had an actual hard copy of the book, they 
wouldn’t need to click on the link. 
 
Also, I am only bothering to put in a certain useful number of these page references, 
and am not linking the common tones, or providing separate links for things which are 
only a couple of pages away from each other. If you need more or fewer links, just 
delete or copy the ones I’ve put above. 
 
[Note: if for some reason you have to use a source other than AR, this ought to be 
mentioned and linked as well. See for example December 12

th
.] 

 
Then, for the DivinumOfficium.com link, just swap out 1-18-2017 with whatever date 
you are posting Lauds for. This seems to work, and is probably a useful feature for the 
user. 
 
Finally, if there is anything else to note, you just put it in as text. 
 
Anyhow, these are the basic things which are usually part of one of my posts; more 
remarks of a helpful sort may of course be called for on occasion. I should also add, 
once you get the hang of it, filling out the seemingly complicated template above (or 
whatever variant you come up with) can be accomplished surprisingly rapidly. 
 
If you want to embellish from this outline, I actually don’t think all of our posts 
necessarily have to be exactly the same, so do as seems appropriate; the main thing is to 
provide the content. 
 
 
 
 
 



Remarks about the time for posting: 
 
I have set the time for the blog to UTC+12. 
 
When I want to post a post in advance, I click to edit “Publish immediately” and change 
today’s date to the date for which I have just recorded Lauds, and set the time to 00:00. 
Then when I am done with the post, I click “schedule”, which is the delayed equivalent 
of the instantaneous “publish”. 
 
The result is that the scheduled post is published with the correct date at midnight in a 
very early time zone; in the time zone where I am, this is about 8 o’clock in the 
morning on the previous calendar day. 
 
 
 

END OF REMARKS 
 
 

THANK YOU! 


